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I Know myself, I know myself, I am One With God!ï¿½From the Pert Em Heru ï¿½The Ru Pert em

Heruï¿½ or ï¿½Ancient Egyptian Book of The Dead,ï¿½ or ï¿½Book of Coming Forth By Dayï¿½

as it is more popularly known, has fascinated the world since the successful translation of Ancient

Egyptian hieroglyphic scripture over 150 years ago. The astonishing writings in it reveal that the

Ancient Egyptians believed in life after death and in an ultimate destiny to discover the Divine. The

elegance and aesthetic beauty of the hieroglyphic text itself has inspired many see it as an art form

in and of itself. But is there more to it than that? Did the Ancient Egyptian wisdom contain more than

just aphorisms and hopes of eternal life beyond death? In this volume Dr. Muata Ashby, the author

of over 50 books on Ancient Egyptian Yoga Philosophy has produced a new translation of the

original texts which uncovers a mystical teaching underlying the sayings and rituals instituted by the

Ancient Egyptian Sages and Saints. ï¿½Once the philosophy of Ancient Egypt is understood as a

mystical tradition instead of as a religion or primitive mythology, it reveals its secrets which if

practiced today will lead anyone to discover the glory of spiritual self-discovery. The Pert em Heru is

in every way comparable to the Indian Upanishads or the Tibetan Book of the Dead
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Reference > History

htp. Sehu Maa has done an extraordinary work with Prt m Hru. In the beginning parts of this work,

he explains the terms used, concepts, history of KMT and Prt m hru, language use, etc. He supports

the book with Mdu Ntr(words of the Ntru, divine speech), pictures of tomb inscriptions, and best of

all, Sehu Maa explains each chapter from its intended implications. Thusfar, I have learned that we

didn't call the Prt m Hru, "the book of the dead", this is a guide for the spiritual journey of the living.

ankh udja snb Sehu Maa

Nothing better than knowing your past than understanding your past & this book helps to give total

understanding to the mindset of our ancient ancestors!! All books written from the African

perspective about the ancient Africans should be read by all African, regardless of which country or

continent they happen to reside on!!

This book is filled with wonderful information about the Egyptian culture and their religion. IT IS NOT

a fast read. It is also filled with pictures to further help you understand. I found this book to be just

what I NEEDED. I love my Egyptian Book of The Dead and thanks , every time I order a book from

you I am well pleased. Oaks

This book is not made for egiptologits, but rather for a clear and popular understanding. The book

helps to understand the egiptian point of view about the inner man, and the impact of the conception

of life beyond death.Remarks the power of the spiritual side, for our technological culture. It is not a

map for our death, but the best recomendation on how to live and have an inner spiritual awakening,

that helps to understand our mankind. Also talks about the spiritual wisdom of this old book and the

ritual use.There are questions that we make, that has already been made by these ancient cultures,

it is worth to explore this point of view of what we are and what is the sense of our existance.

Well done Dr. Ashby, you have a masterpiece here. And unlike anything I have read, but not heard

in some point in time (by oral tradition).When allowed to, The Egyptian Book of the Dead The Book

of Coming Forth by Day is psycho-spiritually mind changing.

Hey I am just a delightful fan doing a little soul searching and this author has lead me on a great



journery.

A great African interpretation of the "Pert Em Heru" a great book for initiates. I strongly recommend

this book along with the complete Metu Neter series by Ra Un Nefer Amen.

The author really isn't speaking about the book of coming forth by day...he's just giving a history

lesson on Kemet...I was looking for translations of the original work...
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